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Wednesday 4th  April First Apiary Meeting Henfold 18:30

Saturday 14th  April West Sussex BKA Market & Auction Pulborough

Fri - Sun 20-22nd Apr BBKA Spring Convention Harper Adams, Newport, Shropshire

Wednesday 25th  April EGM (after apiary meeting) Paul Cleaver Henfold Lakes 20:30

Saturday 21st Apr Beginners Taster Day Mike Hill Mickleham 10:00-4:00

Saturday 19th May Mock BBKA Basic Exams tba Henfold 12:00

Monday 4th June Surrey County Show Guildford

Fri - Sun 7th-9th Jun South of England Show Ardingly

Saturday 16th June Summer Outing - John Hamer provisional … to be confirmed

 Fourth Friday each Month Farmers Market  Richard Woodhouse Reigate

  Wednesdays April - August Apiary Meeting Henfold 18:30

First Wednesday each Month
Sept - March Winter Meetings Woodhatch 19:30

Dates for your Diary
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Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 20th of the preceding month.

Stand By Your
Beds Girls!

A first inspection
on a gloriously
warm spring

afternoon reveals
that all appears
well within this

colony that over-
wintered in a
double brood
National hive.

Photo by

Richard Bradfield

Have you a striking,
unusual or topical honey

bee related image to
share with us all?

Send it to the
editors today!

Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews April 2012

Photo of the Month     ‘Brood In All Stages’
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Richard and Graham

Spring has definitely Sprung
We will all doubtless pay for it in other ways, as the year ahead unfolds; but as our Spring like
winter formally and seamlessly gave way to actual Spring, our bees have continued to busy
themselves. Almost without interruption.

Hopefully, as you make your first inspections, bees, brood and stores will be found to be building
apace.

So too has the content of BeeNews. Not much let up on the demands upon Mike’s printer, but we
trust you will find that the time needed to read through this months bumper edition is well
spent.

Significant events in the development of Henfold are also beginning to … unfold, and we have
been able to provide a little preview of the reason for the EGM this month. More details will be
provided at the EGM itself, and duly reported in next months edition.

We bring you exciting news of the launch of an initiative to manage the rearing and exchange
of colonies by and for members. The second half of the guide to getting (and keeping) a swarm
is also here.

And with much to be doing and preparing for, some timely tips on undertaking a Shook Swarm
and Queen Marking procedures are squeezed in for good measure.

This months Buzziest Interview is not quite as brief as usually intended. But then our subject,
as well as serving on our own Committee, does happen to also be the Chairman of SBKA. So
no apologies for running to two pages this month.
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  Topical News

Henfold – More Happenings

More news on the proposed plans for the
further development of the apiary is
provided by Andrew Buchanan.

In the March , I reported that the
Committee had initiated the process of
exploring the possibility of providing a building
to give shelter and comfort to our members and
visitors. Such a building would also allow many
of the functions run by RBKA to be held with
reduced costs and for the Committee to expand
the Training Curriculum to include subjects,
which we have so far been unable to offer.

During the year 2010/2011, RBKA incurred
about £4,500 expenditure to hire suitable
venues for many functions in our calendar. For
example, Beginner Courses, Module Courses,
Bee Health Clinics, Annual Honey Show,
Monthly Winter Meetings and our Inaugural
Auction Day. The Honey Extraction Day venue
was very kindly donated by Tania Demaine.

So what will the development be like?
Briefly and broadly, it will be of sufficient size
to accommodate about 60 people and provide
a Social Area, a Kitchenette, Toilet(s) and
storage. The location within the copse will be
adjacent to the ‘unit’ where the jackets and
veils are kept.

Visually we hope that it will be ‘in keeping’ with
the immediate environment and may be of a
‘Cricket Pavilion’ style and of the proportions
shown here.

Planning Permission from Mole Valley District
Council will need to be sought.

What might it cost?
Initial estimates indicate that this will be in the
order of £65,000. Hopefully, a very high
percentage of this will come from Grants. Fund
Raising and Donations will inevitably be needed
to make up any shortfall. In order to keep the
costs as low as possible some of the easier
elements of the construction will almost
certainly need to be carried out by members.

EGM to seek Members approval

You will have already received the notice above.
Please come along to find out more and perhaps
air your view(s). Anyone wishing further
information, particularly those with strong
views about the plan, and/or those unable to
attend the EGM, should contact one of us:
Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773  or andrewb38@btinternet.com
Paul Cleaver
01306 730188 or cleaver.paul@googlemail.com
Celia Perry
01372 271924 or c.perry@i2iscreen.com
Bob Maurer
01737 764815 or bob@maurer.uk.com

Meanwhile…. We Have the Power !

On Saturday 18th March, Audrey Gill made
the first cups of tea with the aid of an electric
kettle at Henfold.
It was particularly fitting that Audrey should turn
the first switch on. Last year she and her husband
John made a large donation towards the cost of the
installation.

The brave souls who risked getting pneumonia
whilst tidying the copse in the rain were really
grateful for the restorative hot drinks made
'indoors'.

The electric connection means that the power points
in each container now work and it won't be long
before we have lighting as well.

The RBKA Committee wish to hold an
Extraordinary General Meeting to be held on 25th

April 2012 at 8.30pm at the Henfold Fisheries
after the usual practical meeting.

The Committee seeks the approval of the
meeting to proceed to the next phase of
development at the Reigate Beekeepers

Association Apiary at Henfold Lane, Beare Green
to apply for Planning Permission and to construct

a Training Facility Building.

mailto:
mailto:
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Questions & Answers

Please send your questions and queries to the editors (contact details on last
page) and we will seek out an answer or explanation to publish in a future issue.

Question - What is a Shook Swarm and why is it used?

This is a procedure which replaces all the brood
frames of a colony in a single operation. Thus
all potentially diseased equipment is removed
at a stroke, and minimises disease transfer,
which is a disadvantage of other methods of
brood frame replacement.

Reasons to undertake a Shook Swarm

It is now a generally accepted that regular
changing of brood frames (and combs), inhibits
diseases, such as Nosema and European Foul
Brood (EFB). It may also be beneficial in
controlling, chalk brood and varroa mite.

Colonies treated to a complete change of
frames and comb often become the strongest
and most productive in an apiary.

However, there are risks associated with
conducting a Shook Swarm.

Colonies may be lost. Especially if a queen
excluder is not used below the brood chamber
allowing the colony to abscond.

Trials suggest that around 10% of colonies
subjected to a Shook Swarm may be lost.

The technique is also not particularly suitable
for weak or smaller colonies.
(Note: If you are not treating EFB, an
alternative is to use the Bailey method to
change your comb. This procedure involves
a brood box full of new comb or foundation
being put over the existing comb. The queen is
subsequently restricted to the new comb, so
that the old brood box and combs can be
removed when the brood has hatched.)

When to undertake a Shook Swarm

If the colony is strong you can carry out a
Shook Swarm in early March. However, if the
procedure is being used to treat EFB, timing
may not be a consideration, but the preferred
period is April to end July.

It is best to avoid the period when eggs are
being laid that will develop into bees that will
forage on the main honey flow. Generally this
is the last two weeks in April and first week in
May.

So the best time to conduct a Shook Swarm
with the objective of changing your comb may
be the first two weeks in April.

Surrey BKA Treasurer Vacancy

The present SBKA Treasurer, David Humphreys, is retiring in October after 10 years in
the job and we are now looking for someone to take over from David.

The individual should have some accounting knowledge and be prepared to learn how the
charity works and what is expected of its trustees. David is prepared to continue to work
on the preparation of the annual accounts for the Charity Commission if the appointee

would like the help. Whilst the Treasurer has an important role in the affairs of SBKA the
activities of SBKA are simple and limited in accounting terms. Council meets four times a

year in the evenings in addition to the AGM which is on a Saturday afternoon.

Anybody who is interested in finding out more about the role should please give me a call
(01932 244326.)  or send me an e-mail at rickwoodsbka@gmail.com.

Sandra Rickwood
Hon Secretary
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We all know what a valuable
resource the Internet is; just
type a subject into Google
search and a wide range of
information is immediately
available.

This includes information about beekeeping,
most of which is reliable. But like many
beekeeping discussions there are always a
variety of possible opinions.
Many sources are totally reliable such Fera’s
BeeBase www.nationalbeeunit.com , others such as
the exceptional source of information created
by Dave Cushman www.dave-cushman.net are classic
sources respected by all beekeepers.

Even full length books on beekeeping are freely
available on-line. Excellent examples are:

● ‘Manual on Honey Bee Nutrition’ - also
called ‘Fat Bees Skinny Bees’.
rirdc.infoservices.com.au/downloads/05-054.pdf
Although produced by the Australian
Government it has a wealth of information
of interest to the UK beekeeper, and
deserves a                rating

● ‘The Basics of Beekeeping’.
scottishbeekeepers.org.uk/Portals/0/Documents/Intro%202
011.pdf A truly comprehensive beekeeping
guide written by M. M. Peterson for the
Dunblane and Stirling Districts BKA, which
also deserves a                rating

How to undertake a Shook Swarm

Prepare a clean brood chamber filled with
frames of fresh foundation, a clean floor, crown
board, and queen excluder.
If shaking a small colony put them into a
nucleus box.
You will need to feed sugar syrup so that the
bees can build comb.

1. Move the hive that you intend to shake to
one side and place the clean floor in its
place. Put the queen excluder over the floor
and then place the new brood box on top of
the excluder.

2. Remove the centre four frames and put
them to one side.

3. Find the queen and put her between the
combs of foundation in the new box, or
temporarily place her in a queen cage.
Preferably you need to be able to identify your
queen, but you can continue if you are unable
to locate the queen, although the risk of colony
loss increases.

4. Shake all the bees from the old combs into
the new chamber.
This is done by holding a frame of bees about
one third into the gap left between the frames
in the new box. This frame is then moved quickly
downward and suddenly stopped.
The bees will fall off the comb, and any
remaining can be brushed off.

5. Shake and brush any bees remaining on the
old equipment into the new box.

6. If the queen is in a cage release her into the
new box when you have completed shaking
the bees.

7. Replace the removed frames in the centre
of the box.

8. Put the crown board in place. Unless there
is a strong nectar flow feed with ‘heavy’
sugar syrup.

9. After about a week when brood is present
remove the queen excluder.

Maintain feeding, unless there is a continuing
nectar flow, until all combs are drawn out.

If queen is lost, or damaged in the process,
then, because there are is no brood present,
the colony will be lost. The queen excluder must
also initially be used below the brood box to
prevent the queen absconding.

Graham Pooley
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Article based on National Bee Unit FERA
Leaflet FAQ 16

  Library News

Useful Internet Sources of Bee Information

Do you have a favourite or other useful beekeeping web sites you have found and used ?
Send details and (safe) links to the editors, and we can share with other readers.
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 Apiary News

BeeBank image: www.giftstudio

At Henfold, our primary teaching apiary, we
have 15 colonies of which 11 are planned to be
used for teaching –
·   Absolute Beginners         6 hives
·   Basic exam training        2 hives
·   Improvers hives             3 hives

At Mickleham we have five colonies which will
be used for queen rearing (see the BeeBank
article for more on this). If people are interested
in coming along to Mickleham to get some
practical experience with different queen
rearing techniques then feel free to turn up on
Thursday evenings from 6:30 p.m. from April
5th onwards.  The sessions are very hands-on
and it will be a chance to learn and practice in
small groups.

Finally, at what has tended to be our primary
honey producing apiary site in Brockham we
have three colonies. If you want to help with
looking after the colonies there, then get in
touch with Malcolm Fry (Tel: 07979 601581).
Malcolm tends to inspect the colonies at week-
ends.

Hives of Activity

‘Currently coming through the Winter into 2012
the bees at the Association’s various apiary
sites appear to be doing well’, writes Andy
Robinson, who adds these comments on the
three main sites, as well as announcing an
exciting new venture to trump George
Osborne’s recent efforts…

Introducing the BeeBank
New members are always
looking to get hold of bees
when they start out
however, our efforts as a
club in providing bees to
new members are
probably best described
as patchy.

The swarm collection team  has done an
excellent job and has been the best way for
new members to acquire their first colony
of bees.
To try and supplement this we will be
launching a BeeBank with the aim of:
a) Rearing queens and producing nucleus

colonies for sale to RBKA members. The
plan is that the apiary at Mickleham will
support this and the apiary activities for
the coming season will be focused on
queen rearing. So come along on
Thursday evenings if you want to help
out. Don’t worry if you don’t have
previous experience, all levels are
welcome including beginners.

b) Providing a marketplace service for
RBKA members to sell their ‘surplus’
colonies and queens to new members.
Similar to the current swarm list we’ll
keep a list of members wanting colonies
and try to source bees from other
members. We need to make sure that
it’s financially beneficial for all parties
and would look to also raise some
money for the club from each sale.

So if you think you might be interested in
selling bees through this sort of
arrangement please let Andy Robinson
know.
Alternatively if you want to put your name
down on the list to purchase a nuc or queen
then again let Andy know. However, unless
members have over-wintered colonies that
they want to sell, it is likely to take a few
months for colonies and queens to become
available.

Andy Robinson
Email: mail@andyrobinson.co.uk

Tel: 07595 893343

Rock Cakes Under the Hammer?
Auction of Bees &

Beekeeping Equipment
Saturday 31st March 2012

Refreshments will be provided.
As well as the usual bacon & cheese rolls we
would like to also offer cakes and cookies.
So if any member is willing to bake a cake

and donate it for sale (not auction!) we
would be most grateful.

Please contact Maggie Minter
(Tel:07588 643814) if you can help out.
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  Events News

There will be a wide range of bee
and honey classes open to all

beekeepers.

Contact Pauline Sparkes for
further details and schedules of the

show classes, which will be
available after the 21st April.

4 Chalmers Close, Charlwood,
Surrey, RH6 0DP

Email - Sparkes-1@tiscale.co.uk

Friday 7th - Sunday 9th June
Show Venue - Ardingly, West Sussex

West Sussex Beekeepers’
Association Annual

Bee Market and Auction
takes place at

Chichester College's Brinsbury Campus in
Pulborough on Saturday 14th April 2012.

Auction Details, Guidance Notes, Rules & the
Entry Form are available to download

from the WSBKA website:
www.bbka.org.uk/local/westsussex.

Registration of lots for the auction
closes on 4th April 2012.

For further details contact Graham Elliott on
Email grahammt@tiscali.co.uk or phone

Photo of Honey Judges:  Gettyimages
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As I See It - insights of a first year novice

The last Woodhatch
meeting this winter,
had Vince Gallow
treating us to his
entertaining and very
useful learnings and
insights from a ‘first
year novice’.

The audience included quite a few new
members, as well as many trainers and mentors.
One thing new beekeepers are not short of is
choice. They are invariably provided with
multiple ways of doing this or that. But where
they struggle is with knowing how to make
choices, and what to base those choices upon?

A top tip, that ought to be in our DIY section, was
to make drawings of the individual pieces of
your bought hive kit before assembling, so that
you can make your own next time.
Listening is of course essential. But the novice
needs to aware that some things only seem to
be explained on a ‘need to know basis’. No one
had told him about laying workers, until he
started describing the presence of eggs, but no
sign of a queen in his first colony!
Reading is good...and it provides opportunities
for the individual to invent yet more theories
about the whats and whys of beekeeping.
 Vince’s key message to gain knowledge was:

“learn a bit … and talk a lot”.
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 Beekeepers Advice & Tips

April Tips Checklist

Your first internal hive inspection can safely be carried out on a warm day when the
flowering currant has bloomed.

· Check for brood, brood health, queen, and stores.

· If stores are low (below 5 kg), feed 4 litres of 50/50 sugar syrup.

· Keep feeding if necessary until nectar becomes available.

· To makes inspection easier, place a dummy board in every brood box.

· If you have a super under your brood box, make sure your queen is in the brood box,
and move the super on top of the brood box over a queen excluder.

· Place a super on other brood boxes, over a queen excluder, two weeks before the rape
comes into flower.

· If a colony is queen-less, try a frame of eggs and emerging brood placed in the middle
of the bee cluster. Feed 50/50 sugar syrup, and in five days check for queen cells; if
found leave alone.

· Strengthen a weak colony by transferring a frame of emerging brood (with bees but not
the queen) from a strong colony.

· Now is a good time to mark your queens.

· Spring clean and replace floors, brood boxes, and crown boards.

· Replace at least four brood combs, or consider undertaking a Shook Swarm to replace
all brood comb. (See Questions & Answers)

· Check for queen cells every seven days as soon as the rape is in flower.

· Prepare equipment – brood box, floor, cover board and roof – ready to conduct an
artificial swarm. .……..adapted from Northants BKA website

 New Beekeeping Experiences
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Although some beekeepers prefer not to take
the risks involved in marking their queens, it
does make them easier to find, and can indicate
their age.

Now is the time to consider marking queens.

Normally a coloured special
marking pen is used, but
other methods such as
numbered discs cemented in
place with coloured lacquer,
are also possible.

The most important part of marking, is the
technique used to hold the queen.

This requires considerable care, and should
have been practiced on dispensable drones,
before risking injury to your only queen.

For the novice, devices such as a retaining
cage, or tube and plunger can be used. Other
devices such as ‘queen tongs’ which resemble
plastic clothes pegs, with foam pads to hold the
queen, are also available.

The circular cage, which has spikes on one side
and a mesh cover, is used by pressing it into
the comb over the area where the queen is
located. The spacing between the spikes is wide
enough to allow worker bees to pass through,
but retains the queen. The queen can then be
marked through the mesh cover.

The tube and plunger
also has a mesh cover
over one end of the
tube, and the queen is
captured in the open
end of the tube. The
plunger is then used to
gently hold her against
the mesh, so that she
can be marked.

Many experienced beekeepers prefer to hold
the queen with their bare hands, because this
provides easier access to the queen, and may
be a more gentle way to handle her.

Practice once again is essential and there are
many techniques, including simply between the
thumb and forefinger; but that famous
beekeeper Dave Cushman advocates the
following technique.

● Using your right hand, pick the
queen off the comb using thumb
and forefinger to grip both pairs of
her wings.

● Offer the queen towards the tip of
your left index finger. She will not
struggle, but will extend her legs in
an attempt to grip something.

● Now softly trap her legs using your
left thumb and middle finger.

If the method chosen to hold your queen is
suitable, any clipping of your queen’s wings can
also be undertaken at the same time.

The right wing is clipped in odd years, and the
left is clipped in even years.

The following table indicates the standard use
of colours to mark queens.

.……..article base on notes from Adam Leitch’s BBKA
module (1) Course

Queen Marking

Year
Ending Colour Mnemonic Example

1 or 6 White Will 2011
2 or 7 Yellow You 2012
3 or 8 Red Raise 2013
4 or 9 Green Good 2014
5 or 10 Blue Bees 2015
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Quartermaster Ready to Take Orders
Save Money on Your Equipment Purchases
- and Support RBKA at the same time !!!

This year Richard Stuart has taken over from
Andrew Buchanan as club Quartermaster and will
be managing members orders & the club equipment.

Reigate BKA will continue its arrangement with
Paynes this year, whereby members orders
placed through the club will get a discount on
the normal purchase price.

Orders placed through the club receive a 10%
discount which is shared between the member
and RBKA.

Therefore, individual members see a 5%
discount and the club ‘earns’ the other 5%,
which will be used to support the clubs
activities; including maintaining the Henfold
Apiary and hives.

Furthermore, members can make additional
savings through avoiding paying for carriage,
which is otherwise payable on orders under
£100.

Checkout the current (2011) Paynes Catalog at:
www.paynesbeefarm.co.uk/efiles/cat2011.pdf

For those unfamiliar with the process, orders
placed at Henfold on a Wednesday will be
available for collection two weeks later at
Henfold.
The necessary two week period is because
Paynes delivers on a Thursday, and orders
placed with me on a Wednesday evening are
too late for delivery the following day and will
be delivered on Thursday of the following week.

However, I will aim to keep at Henfold some
wax foundation and frames in case members
need some urgently.

But please don’t rely on this as I can’t actually
guarantee to have any in stock, especially if
you need a sizeable quantity.

I also intend to keep a small amount of 14x12
wax foundation and frames, recognising the
increasing number of beekeepers using this size
for their brood box.

Finally, a reminder that orders can only be
taken if payment is received at the same time.

I will also continue to arrange orders for jars,
lids and autumn varoa treatment (Apiguard™
and oxalic acid).

More details will be provided in the May
and at Wednesday evening meetings, but the
club will put in a single order for jars and lids
which will be available later in the season.

The club also will make its extractors available
for hire to members over the season, again I
will provide further details in the next
but please let me know at an early apiary
meeting if your hives are near oil seed rape and
you will want to hire an extractor early in the
season.

I hope this year to maintain the excellent
service provided by Andrew over recent years
and look forward to seeing you all at Henfold.

Please continue to support the club and save
yourself money by using this service.

Richard Stuart

  Equipment News
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Clarification
In the March edition of , the New

Beekeepers Experiences article ‘A Mentors
Perspective’ by Maggie Minter described the

need to destroy a colony.

Maggie has asked that in case there was any
confusion or concerns raised in the minds of
members, especially new beekeepers; the

article should have stressed that the colony
was not destroyed because of Nosema alone.

But rather, because of the combination of
Nosema with a number of additional factors

and the poor/lack of recovery that was
evident, even with treatment.

We trust this sets the record straight.

http://
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Swarm Stories

Bee Prepared to Look After a Swarm - advice from Richard Woodhouse

Last month’s article in  advised on
preparing to receive a swarm. As promised, this
month I deal with looking after that swarm.
Selecting & Preparing the Hive Site
So you have now collected your hive box loaded
with a swarm, and brought it to your pre-
prepared site.
Ideally, your chosen site should have good
access, be on level ground in a sheltered
position with, if necessary, some screening so
that the bees can fly with minimum disturbance
to passers-by or neighbours. For general siting
advice, see BBKA Leaflet B1 ‘Bees and
Neighbours’, and Ron Brown’s excellent book
‘Beekeeping – a seasonal guide’ at pp 31-35.
Health & Quarantining
Some literature advises that wherever possible
a swarm should be quarantined to avoid
infecting an existing apiary, and a check made
with your RBI for any presence of AFB or EFB
in the area where the swarm was taken.
I would agree with the latter precaution.
However, experience shows that it is not always
possible or practical to quarantine a swarm.
Here I agree with others (e.g., Eddie Webster,
and Ron Brown at p77 of his book); that in
practice the risk of serious disease in a swarm
is a small one. If only because a colony
weakened by such serious disease is unlikely
to be strong enough to throw a swarm in the
first place, least of all a prime swarm! While the
possibility cannot be denied, I am not aware
from our swarm catching experience of any case
of a swarm having, or spreading, AFB or EFB.
True, a swarm may carry nosema or varroa,
but these conditions are widespread in colonies
generally, and can and should be managed in
other ways (see below), without quarantine.
So too can other possible undesirable
characteristics in a swarm, eg bad temper,
which can be dealt with by re-queening in due
course. Therefore, I do not think it is usually
necessary to quarantine a swarm.
Moving In
After unloading the box carefully from your car,
you should transport it carefully (ideally by

trolley or wheelbarrow) to its desired site.
However, this assumes you still have enough
daylight to see your way clearly. If necessary
leave the box in or near the car until the next
morning (dawn) when you can complete the
move safely. The bees will not suffer by being
kept in overnight, they would have stayed in
anyway, and the mesh covering the entrance
should provide enough ventilation in the
meanwhile.
With the hive moved to its intended resting
place it should be raised above ground level
securely on a stand.
Grand Opening
The entrance should then be opened, as soon
as possible, to give the bees maximum
ventilation, and to let them fly freely as daylight
and warmth allow.
You should be veiled and gloved and have a lit
smoker ready for use during this procedure,
whether at dusk or dawn.
To open the entrance, first put a handful of
grass on the running board in front of the mesh
covering the hole at the front of the entrance
block. Unpin the mesh or remove inserted foam,
to unblock the hole and release the bees.

Then stand back for take off!
The grass should act as a removable barrier –
and at twilight, there may not be much
immediate movement.  However, during the
day, or next morning, you should see plenty of
activity at the entrance, with the grass being
quickly removed and many bees coming in and
out and starting to orientate. And even, in an
amazingly short time, some bees foraging in a
determined way and bringing in pollen.
Unpacking
If you had enough light to see by during the
first evening, you could also have
undone/unscrewed and removed the various
fastenings of the box to its wooden floor &
crown board or travelling screen. Otherwise,
again wait until the following day at morning or
dusk when there are few flying fees to do this.
But either way, again you should do this veiled
and gloved and with a lit smoker ready for use.
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Feeding
The next step is feeding with sugar syrup.
This is generally agreed to be necessary for a
newly caught swarm for several reasons:
1. To anchor the bees in their new home.
2. To help build up their stores of honey,

replenishing the dwindling supply which they
are carrying in their crops.

3. To stimulate wax building and encourage
comb drawing to make cells in which Queen
can lay eggs for fresh bees.

However, there is a difference of opinion about
how soon feeding should start. Some
recommend that this be delayed for 48 hours
(BBKA Leaflet B4, p3, & Ron Brown’s book, p76)
to ensure any contaminated honey, brought by
the swarm from its parent colony, is used
immediately to initiate wax secretion, and not
for store. On the other hand, Leaflet B4 also
states that if the swarm has been hanging for
some time, and in cold conditions, immediate
feeding will be necessary.
In truth we seldom know how long a swarm has
been away from the parent colony before
capture. Even if the cluster had only recently
arrived at the collection site before capture, it
may still have travelled there from other
unknown previous cluster points. So it may
have already consumed much of its honey store
by the time it reaches your hive site. In which
case, any infected honey will have been used
up before any feeding begins. Moreover,
immediate feeding may be needed to guard
against cold, wet or windy weather in the period
after the swarm is hived, which may reduce
available nectar flows.
For all these reasons I support Eddie
Webster’s view to feed as soon as possible –
ideally that first evening, and if not then,
certainly the next day.
So you will need to have a
feeder ready, with syrup.
This should be prepared in
proportions of 1.4kg (3lb)
sugar to 1Litre (2 pints) of
water.

Feeding should be
continued, by replenishing
as necessary, so long as comb is being drawn
and there are no reserves of food evident at the
top of the brood combs.

Time to Settle In
In the hope that the swarm does not abscond
the colony should now be left alone for about a
fortnight, to build up brood and stores.
Inspection before then may only disturb the
bees unnecessarily, and chill brood
If bees are flying in determinedly with pollen,
you should be all right. I repeat, it is amazing
how quickly a swarm can build comb, and the
queen start laying, in the right conditions.

First Inspections
After about 14 days, on a warm day, make a
quick inspection. If you see brood in all stages,
and ample drawn comb, then you can start the
normal pattern of inspections, for pest, disease,
and swarm control. If in doubt, or something
seems amiss, you can always seek advice or a
second opinion from another member.
For Pests, you should embark on normal
Varroa integrated management pest control
procedures. This starts with the provision of a
mesh floor; to replace the solid one
recommended for when the swarm was first
hived. (see last months article).
For Disease, you should now start routine
checks for AFB and EFB, as for any other colony.
You should also watch for,  treat if necessary,
chalk brood or nosema - although the latter
should have been reduced by the building of
fresh comb.
For Swarm control, do not assume that a
newly hived swarm will not swarm again in the
same year. Experience shows that the words
‘never’ or ‘always’ seldom apply to bee
behaviour! Put on extra supers and brood space
as necessary for store and brood expansion as
appropriate. If yours was a prime (large)
swarm,  with an old queen, do not be surprised
if you see a single queen cell in a central
position on a brood frame. Prime swarms often
supersede within a few weeks – in which case,
leave the cell alone to let nature take its course.

All this may sound daunting. But I know most
of the 41 members who received swarms last
year – as Vince Gallo confirmed in his talk -
profited from the experience, and enjoyed it,
particularly when they harvested honey!
I end by wishing you good luck…

Richard Woodhouse

A Rapid Feeder can
be easily replenished

and is simpler for
beginners to use.

Photo of Rapid Feeder:  Paynes Catalogue
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 Members News Reigate Membership = 197

As many of you will know, Audrey Gill, who
has been the County Exam Secretary for many
years, retires from that post at the end of
March. This doesn’t mean she is retiring as an
examiner for the basic exam and she will be
continuing with this in Surrey and possibly
beyond.

Audrey deserves congratulations on her very
valuable work as Exam Secretary. She has seen
the number of candidates from Surrey taking
exams, rise from a handful a year when she
first took over, to numbers in triple figures in
recent years.

From 1st April 2012,
with some trepidation, I
will be taking over the
role of County Exam
Secretary for Surrey.
I’ve been keeping bees
for about five years. I
took my basic exam in
2008 so I can remember
what it feels like. I’m
currently working my
way through the module
exams.

Exams aren’t for everyone, but studying for
them has certainly helped me understand what
we as beekeepers can do to help the bees and
what we do to hinder them.

Even if you have no wish to rise to the heady
heights of Master Beekeeper, I’d urge anyone
who has been keeping bees for a year to
consider taking the basic exam. Provided you
pass, you will be able to show a level of
competency. Think of it as a driving test, you
continue to learn all the time you are driving,
you don’t stop at the test and it is the same
with beekeeping.

The application forms for all BBKA exams from
basic right up to Master Beekeeper can be
downloaded from the BBKA website.

Once you are on the website, follow these links:

● Learn about bees >
● Examinations and Assessments >
● Fees and Applications >
● then select the right application form for the

exam you will be taking.

The website also gives details of when certain
exams will be held, the exam fee and the
closing dates for submission of application
forms. Don’t leave it until the last moment
though, as you will need to get the form to me
a few days before the cut off time because I
then have to send them on to Stoneleigh by the
deadline.

You can contact me by phone on 07903 991120
and by email at beeexams@hotmail.co.uk
(Please note this is a different email address
from my normal one and is only for exam
queries.)

Your completed form and cheque for the exam
fee should be posted to me at:-

White Gables
68 Broadhurst

Ashtead
Surrey,  KT21 1QF

Good luck, Celia Perry

Please note that it is the job of the
County Exam Secretary to liaise with the
BBKA Exam Board for Surrey as a whole.
Celia will be managing all applications to
take exams - not the organisation and
running of the exams themselves at

divisional level.
Within RBKA, organisation of the exams
and mock exams, which may be held to

help prepare RBKA candidates for what to
expect; will be the responsibility of RBKA
members Audrey Gill & Bob Maurer and

the Hive Tutors.

New County Exam Secretary  - Celia Perry describes her new role...
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 Meet the Committee

Buzziest Interview - this month: Bob Maurer

What’s happening?
BM: The Reigate swan is swimming serenely
towards the 2012 active season - underwater
there is furious paddling.

How long have you kept bees & how
many hives do you manage at the moment?
BM: A bit over 10 years. I’ve run 10 colonies,
but my ambition is 3. This year I have 4, so
nearly there!

Why beekeeping in the first place?
BM: It was a mystery to me, and still is! Many
years ago I came across a small book on
beekeeping in a National Trust shop. It caught
my interest and as a result I tracked down
Reigate BKA.

And did it live up to your expectations?
BM: I’ve just had another look at the book.
It’s dreadful, but I’m eternally grateful to it for
leading me here. Like many of us, I learned
the basics from our national treasure, Audrey
Gill.

When did you first become a member
of the Committee?
BM: Happily tending the observation hive at
the 2003 Reigate Honey Show, Mike Hill,
Reigate Chairman at the time, put his hand on
my shoulder. It’s all his fault.

What did Mike get you doing?
BM: I started as Meetings Secretary. But I can
recall when Audrey Gill casually mentioned I
should prepare to be the next Chairman! I was
Chairman from 2005 until 2010.

Is that when your involvement with
SBKA started?
BM: Yes, as Chairman of Reigate, I became
their representative on the SBKA Council in
2005. The SBKA’s new constitution was in
draft and I was, shall we say ‘active’ in
amending it to give the divisions as much
autonomy as possible.

Which must have opened new avenues?
BM: I became Reigate’s trustee in 2009 under
the terms of the new constitution, and was
elected chairman of SBKA in 2010.

What’s your current RBKA role?
BM: As little as possible! Actually I think and
hope it is beneficial for Reigate to have
someone involved at county and national level.
I can report back to the committee and make
sure Reigate’s voice is heard elsewhere.

But you do manage to remain active
within the division do you not?
BM: I’m part of the team developing our
apiary at Henfold. I would dearly like to spend
more time on this, but other commitments
prevent it.

Where’s the powerhouse for that team
then?
BM: A huge amount of work is being done by
Andrew Buchanan. Please give him all the
support you can.

So what does keep you busy then?
BM:Where to start?  Surrey BKA is the
umbrella charity to which Reigate and 7 other
Surrey divisions belong. I want to encourage
the divisions to work together to provide
intermediate and advanced training.

Photo - Bob Maurer
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 And nationally?
I represent almost 1,000 members of Surrey
BKA (you!) at the British Beekeepers
Association Annual Delegates Meeting where
national policy for the year is decided.

And….?
Yes, I’m also chairman of the Surrey Show
Committee, a director of Bee Craft magazine
& a director of The National Honey Show Ltd.

What do you get from all these roles?
BM: A buzz initiating large events and seeing
them appreciated by lots of beekeepers.
I want SBKA to stage events that are bigger
than some of the divisions can manage by
themselves.

How will that work?
BM: The recent ‘Spring Management and
More’ training day is an example. Events that
do not duplicate, but add to the excellent
work now being done at divisional level.

How much time per month do you think
you will typically devote to the role?
BM: In my second year as Reigate chairman
I kept a time log. Based on a 40 hour week I
worked about 4 months. These days I’m
much busier!

What’s the best aspect of your roles?
BM: The enormous satisfaction of seeing our
little association grow to be recognised as one
of the finest training facilities in UK.

And the worst?
BM: 150 emails a day.

If you could, what would you change?
BM: Can I have a secretary?

Do you have a particular specialist
aspect of Beekeeping that interests you?
BM: I’m keen to develop microscopy training
and hope to start running courses soon.

Do the roles help or hinder your own
beekeeping?
BM: I refer to previous answers! Why can’t I
say no when someone offers me a job! But I
would love to spend more time with my bees.

Do you have a message for the
membership?
BM: You are part of an amazing organisation.
In the past decade RBKA has grown from a
membership of about 60 to nearly 250. Our
training is the best you will find in the
southeast of England and improves each year
as we develop our teaching team. When we
opened Henfold Lane last year, Martin Smith,
BBKA President at the time, said it is one of
the top 5 apiaries in the country. We have a
fantastic team of members who contribute
their skills in so many ways. We own the
freehold of Henfold, so our future is secure
and we have plans to make the apiary even
better. I hope you will take full advantage of
the many opportunities that Reigate BKA can
offer.  Don’t sit back and wait to be spoon fed!
If you want help, seek it out. If you can,
please contribute – it’s your association.
Enjoy your beekeeping

A shade long, but thank you Bob.

Who to contact for assistance
Chairman Paul Cleaver cleaver.paul@googlemail.com 01306 730188

Hon Secretary Jacqui Essen jandjessen@btinternet.com 01342 842244

Hon Treasurer Andrew Buchanan andrewb38@btinternet.com 01306 712773

Membership Michael Hill mikehillbees@googlemail.com 01306 730668

Librarian Audrey Gill beelady@btinternet.com 01293 784161

County Exam Secretary Celia Perry beeexams@hotmail.co.uk 07903 991120

Website Master Adam Leitch adam.leitch@gmail.com

Swarm Coordinator Richard Woodhouse rwdhse@ntlworld.com 01737 247395

Quartermaster Richard Stuart richardi.stuart@btinternet.com 07971 854652

Regional Bee Inspector Alan Byham alan.byham@fera.gsi.gov.uk 01306 611016
07775 119447

 Editor Richard Bradfield richard.d.bradfield@btinternet.com 01372 379222

 Editor Graham Pooley grahampooley@aol.com 01342 842559


